
 
 

Function In Sitting Test (FIST) 

 

Final 14 item version Standard Directions: One trial of each test  item is allowed.  

 

Verbal directions and demonstration as needed are given by the therapist following the 
directions for each item below.  

 

Standard Starting Position: Person seated at edge of standard hospital bed (no overlay or 
specialized air mattresses) with proximal thigh (½ of femur length) in support, hips and 
knees flexed to 90º, and feet flat in support. Thighs should be positioned in neutral hip 
abduction and adduction and neutral rotation. Hands in lap, unless needed for balance 
support. 

 

 

1. Anterior nudge (light pressure x 1, at sternum)  

• Without warning, at any time during testing, push participant with light 
pressure at superior portion of sternum. 

2. Posterior nudge (1 time, between scapular spines)  

• Without warning, at any time during testing, push participant with light 
pressure between scapular spines. 

3. Lateral nudge (1 time on dominant or stronger side, at acromion)  

• Without warning, at any time during testing, push participant with light 
pressure at acromion. 

4. Static sitting  

• Sit with your hands in your lap for 30 seconds. 

5. Sitting, move head side to side (nod ‘no’)  

• Remain sitting steady and tall without using your hands unless you need them to 
help you balance. When I tell you to “look right,” keep sitting straight, but turn 
your head to the right. Keep looking to the right until I tell you “look left,” then  
keep sitting straight and turn your head to the left. Keep your head to the left 
until I tell you, “look straight,” then keep sitting straight but return your head to 
the center. 

6. Sitting, eyes closed  



 
 

• Close your eyes and remain sitting still with your hands in your lap for 30 
seconds. 

7. Sitting, lift foot (scored once for least involved side, stronger side, or dominant side)  

• Sit with your hands in lap, and lift your foot 1 inch off floor twice. 44 

8. Turn and pick up object from behind in preferred direction  

• Turn around and pick up the object  that I’ve placed behind you. (Object placed in 
midline, one hand’s breadth [fingertip to base of palm] posterior to hips, subject 
may turn to preferred side and use either arm) 

9. Reach forward with outstretched hand at shoulder height  

• Reach with least involved/stronger/less painful arm, with your other arm 
remaining in your lap, as far as you can while staying balanced. (Perform 
passively to assess ROM; must go full available ROM or until abdomen contacts 
anterior thighs) 

10. Lateral reach with hand at shoulder height  

• Reach out to the side as far as you can; try to keep your hand at the height of your 
shoulder. Be sure to get all your weight off the opposite side of your bottom 
keeping your feet on the floor. (Completes full, available ROM maintaining upright 
upper trunk/UE position, with contralateral trunk shortening and clearance of 
contralateral ischial tuberosity and returns to midline, may go to preferred side, 
stronger side) 

11. Pick object up off floor  

• Pick this object up off the floor with your hand. (Object placed  between feet, may 
use either hand)  

12. Posterior scooting (2”)  

• Move backward 2 inches without using your arms. 

13. Anterior scooting (2”)  

• Move forward 2 inches without using your arms. 

14. Lateral scooting (2”) (scored once for preferred direction)  

• Move sideways 2 inches without using your arms.  


